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A view of downtown Las Vegas, with its grid-like streets and high-rise buildings. The area is known for its casinos and entertainment venues.

Note its relative lack of parks and civic buildings. Similar cities in size and aspirational cities in this diagram include Denver, San Diego, Raleigh, Tucson, Nashville, and El Paso.

A view south down the Art Trail - Power Strip. Form-based codes encourage public-private spaces for energy art.

The Art Trail - Power Strip expands in width in the City Square, making it fit for festivals and gatherings.

A view from the center of City Square showing solar trees and mixed-use building.

Energy art also includes growing of food for locals. Canopies connect cool towers to maintain temperatures at ground level.

Existing figure-ground of downtown Las Vegas. Energy diagram - all new buildings will be covered with solar panels and solar paint. The park and buildings will generate vast amounts of energy, allowing residents to live without any expenses for energy. Park users may tap into the grid.

Use diagram showing mixed use, park and museum.

A sample of energy generated from park elements.

Cool towers bring down temperature in hot months to comfortable level.

Proposed Scheme with Power Strip and new buildings, and City Square.
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